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#10 Belgrade bohemian rhapsody

#11 Belgrade gourmand evening

Belgraders say that only after the visit to Skadarlija Street
- bohemian quarter, you can say that you have been in
Belgrade. Experience 3 hours of Belgrade bohemian
rhapsody in 2 popular restaurants - kafanas.
In a cozy atmosphere the host will introduce your group
to the world of gastronomy and bohemia in Serbia,
traditional foods and preparation of drinks, Serbian
culture, and Belgrade bohemian legends, with review of
the cultural and historical moments of Belgrade.
Traditional tambourine orchestra will make the ideal
atmosphere so that you can enjoy three high quality
Serbian drinks to your liking - wine, rakia, beer,
vermouth... After a slow walk, in kafana which is one of
the oldest in Belgrade, you can feel the bohemian
tradition at the place in which many people enjoyed every
day all their life. In this kafana group will enjoy listening
to traditional Serbian tambourine orchestra and 2 more
Serbian drinks. At the end, as Serbs say cheers - ZIVELI

Feel the authentic charm of Belgrade and its atmosphere.
Experience 3,5 hours of Belgrade gourmand evening in 2
popular restaurants - kafanas.
Apéritif rakia will be an traditional way to start gourmand
dinner with your host. During dinner the group will taste
traditional Serbian specialties and 2 high quality Serbian
drinks upon their taste - wine, rakia, beer, vermouth... and
the host will introduce your group the world of gastronomy
and bohemia in Serbia, traditional food and drink
preparations, Serbian culture, and Belgrade bohemian
legends, with review of the cultural and historical moments
of Belgrade. A slow walk to second kafana which is one of
the oldest in Belgrade, so you can feel the tradition at the
place in which many people enjoyed every day all their life.
In this "kafana" group will enjoy listening to traditional
Serbian tambourine orchestra and 2 more high quality
Serbian drinks. At the end, as Serbs say cheers - ZIVELI (To
live).

Time of departure: Every day - 9 pm
*it can be changed as group wishes
Place of departure: in front of your hotel
Reservations: one day ahead, till - 2 pm
Duration: 3 hours

FROM 23€

Time of departure: Every day - 8pm
*it can be changed as group wishes
Place of departure: in front of your hotel
Reservations: one day ahead, till - 2 pm
Duration: 3,5 hours

FROM 37€

Price includes:
- Transfer from hotel to starting point, for centrally located hotels
- 5 high quality Serbian drinks (wine, rakia, beer, vermouth...)
- English speaking bohemian host & on other languages per request

Price includes:
- Transfer from hotel to staring point, for centrally located hotels
- 5 high quality Serbian drinks (wine, rakia, beer, vermouth...)
- Bohemian gourmand dinner with bohemian host
- English speaking bohemian host & on other languages on request

Price does not include:
- Transfer back to hotel

Price does not include:
- Transfer back to hotel
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RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
- @ RECEPTION DESK OF YOUR HOTEL- or @ VisitSerbia.org offices
Belgrade office - No.22 Gavrila Principa Street, +381(0)11-262-66-88, gsm. +381(0)62-737-242 *062SERBIA
Head office, Novi Sad - No.7 Pasiceva Street, +381(0)21-47-24-088
www.visitserbia.org E-mail- excursions@visitserbia.org

